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Bhagavad Gita Chapter 6 online Class 14 dated 10/05/2020 by Swami 
Dayatmanada (Lecture delivered online from Bangalore, India) 

Subject: Verses 40 -  
ॐ वसुदेवसुतं देवं कंसचाणूरमद�नम् 
देवकीपरमान�ं कृ�ं वंदे जगद्गु�म् ||   
Vasudeva sutham devam, Kamsa Chanura mardanam,  
Devaki paramanandam, Krishnam vande jagat gurum 
 
I worship Lord Krishna, who is the spiritual master of the 
universe, who is the son of Vasudeva, who is the Lord, who 
killed Kansa and Chanura, and who is the bliss of Devaki. 
 
सव�पिनषदो गावो, दो�ा गोपाल न�न:| 
पाथ� व�: सुधीभ��ा, दु�ं गीतामृतं महत् || 
 
Sarvopanishado gaavo, dogdha gopala nandanaha| 
parthovatsa: sudheerbhoktaa, dugdham gitamrutam mahat | 
 
All the Upanishads are likened to cows. The milker is Krishna, the son of Gopala. 
Partha is likened to a calf, while the drinkers are the wise ones. The nectar of Gita 
is the milk. 
 
मूकं करोित वाचालं पङ्गंु ल�यते िग�रं । 
य�ृपा तमहं व�े परमान� माधवम् ॥ 
Mookam karoti vachalam pangum langhayate girim | 
Yat-krupa tamaham vande paramananda madhavam || 
 
Recollection of the previous Gita Class: 
We are discussing the sixth chapter of the Bhagavat Gita. 

• Control of mind: Arjuna heard from the Lord that it is very difficult to control the 
mind.  

• Vairajya वैरा� and Abhayasa अ�ास : The Lord is telling to Arjuna and us that 
the mind can be controlled by vairajya / dispassion. Of course, dispassion should 
be proceeded by discrimination. Some people may be endowed with dispassion 
but may not do abhayasa. Abhayasa means constant practice, absolute 
perseverance and never giving up even if we do not get what we are trying to 
achieve. This is necessary for spiritual life as well as for every other field of life. 

• Arjuna's doubt: Arjuna has a doubt. Suppose a person has vairagya and 
abhayasa. He has absolute faith in his guru's teaching. He is performing his 
practices based on his guru's instructions without the least deviation. He is 
practising with full sincerity and as a result of this he is also progressing in his 
spiritual life. But, suppose death comes before he could reach the goal. What 
would be the fate of such a person? This is a very relevant question of Arjuna on 
behalf of all of us. Most of us would like to see the result of our actions either 
immediately or at least in the near future, not in the next life.  
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• Doctrine of Karma: Answer to the above question is a profound answer and is 
the foundation of the 'doctrine of karma' in Hinduism. This is the fourth pillar of 
Hinduism. 

• Four pillars of Hinduism: Hinduism is very easy to understand. It has four 
pillars.  

1) Brahman ब्र�न् - The entire teaching of Hinduism is dependent on this 
single fact that Brahman alone exists, Brahman alone is the truth and 
Brahman is the only reality. If this is true, then why do we not realise that we 
are Brahman? Answer is - because of Maya or deluding power. How does 
this Maya come in the existence? We do not know, but it is possible to get rid 
of it. When does Maya disappear? Here is the second pillar to answer this 
question.   

2) सा�ा�ार Sakshatkara - Maya disappears through direct experience. 
Sakshatkara means a direct realisation of the highest truth that 'I am that 
Brahman'.  

3) ई� देवता िस�ांत - Istadevata- siddhanta is the third pillar. The doctrine that 
God can be worshipped; God can be adored; God can be thought of and 
God can be meditated upon in any form, by any name and with any quality 
including what we can call negative qualities also. Sometimes, it may appear 
to be a negative quality but if it is directed towards God then it will soon turn 
out to be the most auspicious quality. If there is any evil, then that evil must 
be coming from God only. But, we need to understand that if anything is 
coming from God then it must be 'शुभगुण subha-guna or an ‘auspicious 
quality'. It is not possible for any 'अशुभ asubha' or anything injurious to come 
from God. It may be temporarily bringing suffering to us and may look like 
evil, but it is not. What is an evil? When I am suffering because of any object 
or person then we call that object or person as evil. We are not bothered 
about evils to other people per se – we are more worried about evil being 
inflicted on ourselves. Every type of suffering is like a wake-up call. Just like 
this present Corona pandemic. This is a wake-up call for entire humanity in 
the world. We are learning how to cope with this type of situation because it 
is sure to happen again.   

• 4) Law of Karma / कम� िस�ांत Karma-Siddhanta - scriptures tell us 
repeatedly and untiringly that all the differences which we see in the world 
between any two objects even between two leaves or two snow drops are 
not accidental. Vedanta categorically states that nothing is accidental or by 
chance. All these differences are the results of some previous causes. The 
'law of karma' is actually the 'law of cause and effect'. Effect is inevitable, 
however there may be an interval between the cause and its effect. For 
example, if we sow an apple seed now then it will give its fruits, but this may 
be after several years. The effect may come immediately, or it may come 
after several years but it will come. This is the doctrine taken up by Jainism, 
Buddhism, Hinduism, Sikhism etc. I am sure that many other religions also 
believe in it. They should believe in this doctrine because of two reasons - a) 
First reason is If we do not believe in the law of karma then there is no other 
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way to explain the differences which we see in the world. We know that two 
children are not alike even in the same family with the same parents. One 
child may be very fortunate and the other may not be. b) Second reason is - 
even modern science is dependent upon this 'law of karma'. However, they 
do not know it as the 'law of karma' but they call it the rule of 'cause and 
effect'.  

• Bhagwan Krishna is trying to convey to us through Arjuna - whatever actions we 
do, all our actions have to bear fruits. However, at what time, at what place and in 
what form the results or fruits of our actions will manifest, is a divine mystery 
which the human mind cannot comprehend. 

• Arjuna is asking, "A yogi, who has dedicated his life to perform spiritual 
disciplines may or may not be able to make some spiritual progress. However, 
before he could reach his goal which is God-realisation, what happens if his body 
happens to fall and he dies? Is he going to lose the happiness of this world as 
well as the spiritual world like a broken rain cloud? Is he neither here nor there? 
Has he lost both worlds? (Of course, Arjuna himself may not have that doubt but 
we definitely have this doubt because our foresight and spiritual sight is limited. If 
we do not see an immediate result in front of us, then we may think that all our 
practices have been in vain.)  

• Doctrine of Reincarnation: The doctrine of reincarnation is one of the grandest 
doctrines, but at the same time this is one of the greatest mysteries of our lives. 
This is a highly spiritual subject which cannot be proved by any worldly 
knowledge. We have got no clue what we did in our past lives or what we are 
going to do in our future life or even what is going to happen in the next moment! 
This is the misery of ignorant people like us; we think that we are knowledgeable. 
We plan for the future as if we know what is going to happen! One important 
point which I would like to bring to everybody's attention - we are not only talking 
about the mysteries of past lives or about the mysteries of our future lives, but 
nobody knows what is going to happen in the next moment of this life; for 
example an accident could happen and our entire life will change in a 
millisecond. We have absolutely no clue. Therefore, the only way is to have faith 
in the teacher, have faith in the scriptures and have faith in the realised souls that 
what they teach us is an absolute truth.  

With this background we will discuss the answer given by Lord Krishna. 

Bhagwan Shri Krishna gives a beautiful answer. 
            First, the Lord assures us that if somebody has done some meritorious work 
in life then his future is going to be golden bright especially in the spiritual field. 
Those aspirants who have renounced the world, relying on God only with 
tremendous sincerity, have faith in the scriptures, have faith in guru's teachings and 
are practising yoga unceasingly, for them this bright future is completely assured.  

           Here, we need to understand that even if someone is not spiritual and does 
not believe in God or in the philosophy of reincarnation etc.  but is doing lots of 
meritorious work and social services with love, sympathy, compassion, he is 
extolled by Shri Krishna as a great person, as kalyanakrit क�ाणकृत or performer of 
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auspicious deeds. Such a person never goes through misery or sufferings. On the 
contrary such a person is going to attain a much better future, there should not be 
any fear.  

Why could a sincere yogi not attain his goal? 
          Before we go any further let's discuss the situation where a yogi has been 
practising very sincerely but could not attain the goal. Why not? There must be 
some obstructions in his own mind as a result of his past samsakaras. It is these 
obstructions which do not allow him to move forward. I would like to give two 
examples: 

The story of four drunkards 
           Naga-Mahashaya was one of the greatest devotees of Shri Ramakrishna. 
He used to illustrate the above question with a very beautiful story. There were four 
drunkards and on one full moon night, they decided that they would go for some 
recreational boating. They drank until they could drink no more, jumped in the boat 
and started rowing. They rowed the boat throughout the night. By the next morning 
when the sun started shining and bright daylight came, their intoxication also 
diminished. To their surprise, they found that their boat was rocking to and fro but 
did not move at all from its docking place! They were shocked and started looking 
around. They soon discovered that they had not lifted the anchor and nor did they 
unfasten the ties of the boat!  

Moral of the illustration: Similarly, our past samsakaras tie us up. Unless we 
completely free ourselves from these samsakaras, our lifeboat will also not reach 
our goal. We should try to free ourselves from these past samsakaras with the help 
of our guru's instructions. It does not mean that our efforts are completely fruitless  
and to explain this point I give you another illustration.  

Illustration of a car with one hundred chains - No effort goes in vain. 
           Suppose we have a car and the car is chained-up with one hundred chains. 
When we get inside the car and try to move, we will press the accelerator, but as 
we can imagine, the car will not move. When we investigate the cause then we 
discover that there are hundred chains which are tied around the car. Now, when 
we unlock the first chain and try to move the car - it will not move. Then we unlock 
the next chain, but the still will not move. We must go on unlocking these chains 
one by one. Imagine we have unlocked 99 chains except the last one, the car 
would still not move. As soon as we unlock the last chain, the car will start moving – 
all chains need to be unlocked in order for us to move forwards. 

            Now, the question is - is there no difference between unlocking the first 
chain and unlocking the last chain? When we unlocked the first chain, the car did 
not move and when we unlocked the 99th chain, it still did not move. Interestingly, 
breaking the first chain and breaking the 99th apparently has the same outcome, 
but is not equivalent or the same because after the 99th chain, we were left with 
only one to break. And as soon as we did, we were able to move.  

Moral of this analogy: This means our own past samsakaras which have 
developed through many past lives are like chains which are holding us back, in the 
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form of enumerable manifestations of desires. We will not see progress until we 
free ourselves from all these desires one by one. This is very encouraging to note - 
that as soon as we break the very first desire or chain, we have already progressed 
one step forwards in spiritual life, although it may appear as if we have not moved 
forwards. We must never get discouraged; no effort goes in vain. 

A beautiful answer of Mahapurush Maharaj 
Once a devotee asked him, "Maharaj, I have been practising spiritual disciple for a 
long time, but I do not seem to have made any progress. As a result, I am getting 
discouraged." 

Mahapurush Maharaj looked at the devotee and said, "Suppose, you want to go to 
the other shore of the ocean, and you board a ship. The ship starts to move 
forwards. Now, you decide to go to the front of the ship, stand there and start 
looking in the direction of the other shore. You will not see the other shore for days, 
weeks and months because the ship will take many days to travel the distance. 
One day the ship will reach the other shore and you will joyfully see it in front of 
you. But, this is not the only way to look at this illustration. There is another way to 
look at it. The moment you left the shore of embarkment, by every passing moment 
you started moving forward towards your shore of destination."  

               The moment we started our spiritual disciplines, from that very moment 
we have already started to progress towards our goal. We may not be able to see 
God immediately, but we have already started cutting down many of our old chains 
that are binding us. This is called progress in spiritual life. 

Coming back to our subject: 
              This verse also confirms to us about the Hindu belief in reincarnation. It 
also gives us assurance that no effort goes in vain. It also confirms that if we are 
doers of evil deeds then we will see the results of our evil deeds as well. Because 
the law of karma is inexorable. The result of both good and evil deeds is inevitable. 

            We are discussing about a yogi who has done spiritual practices for a long 
time with full sincerity but does not yet see the shore of his destination. He should 
look back and realise that he is moving forward and getting further and further away 
from the shore where he started his journey. The Lord is assuring us that no evil will 
ever fall on a sadhaka who is doing good and spiritual deeds. 

With this background let's move onto verse 40. 

Bhagavat Gita: Chapter 6, Verse 40 

श्रीभगवानुवाच | 
पाथ� नैवेह नामुत्र िवनाश�� िव�ते | 

न िह क�ाणकृ�ि�द्दुग�ितं तात ग�ित || 40|| 
 

śhrī bhagavān uvācha 
pārtha naiveha nāmutra vināśhas tasya vidyate 

na hi kalyāṇa-kṛit kaśhchid durgatiṁ tāta gachchhati 
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Meaning: The Lord replied, “O, Partha there is no destruction for him neither in this 
world nor the next. No evil My son, ever befalls on a man who tries to do good and 
who does good. A yogi who falls from the path will not have a lower birth in his next 
life.” 
 
What is a hindrance in the spiritual path of a yogi? 
 
             As we have discussed earlier, if a yogi does not seem to progress in his 
spiritual life then there must be only one reason for this. He has certain unfulfilled 
desires which are still lurking and until some of these desires are fulfilled, he would 
not be able to cut the bondage of attachment and move forward.  
 
             The Lord knows everything. He ordains the yogi that he will never go to a 
lower birth and he will never lose the results of his spiritual practices. On the 
contrary the Lord will bless him so that the yogi can move forward. It may seem to 
us from our point of view that the yogi has not made any progress, he has taken a 
long time and he has been made to travel through a twisted, roundabout path rather 
than a straight, direct one. But we must have an unshakeable belief that whatever 
the Lord does for us is the best and the shortest path for us.  
 
नैवेह naiveha (न इवा इहा) - neither on this earth until this body falls.  

न अमुत्र nāmutra - nor in the after birth.  

िवनाशा: vināśhas - destruction or losing results of all our efforts.  

त� न िव�ते tasya na vidyate - is never going to happen. 

न िह क�ाणकृत  na hi kalyāṇa-kṛit - a doer of good deeds or auspicious deeds.  

तात कि�त् दुग�ित  kaśhchid durgatiṁ tāta - my dear friend, anywhere, any country 
any person whether he believes in God or not.  

न ग�ित na gachchhati - he is never going to attain anything evil, he is never going 
to lose, on the contrary he will only gain higher and higher worlds and make more 
and more progress.  

Next verse:                                                        

                                   Bhagavat Gita: Chapter 6, Verse 41 
प्रा� पु�कृतां लोकानुिष�ा शा�ती: समा: | 
शुचीनां श्रीमतां गेहे योगभ्र�ोऽिभजायते || 41|| 

prāpya puṇya-kṛitāṁ lokān uṣhitvā śhāśhvatīḥ samāḥ 
śhuchīnāṁ śhrīmatāṁ gehe yoga-bhraṣhṭo ’bhijāyate 

 
Meaning: The yogi who has fallen away from yoga goes to the worlds of the 
righteous, having lived there for innumerable years, he is reborn in the home of the 
pure and the prosperous.  
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           The “worlds of the righteous” means the worlds inhabited by those pious 
souls who have performed great religious sacrifices while living on this Earth. What 
is going to happen to the yogi? Where is he going to go; he has not attained his 
goal of yoga which is self-realisation? (He has not attained his goal because of 
some hidden desires which are pulling him back, but he has been taking God's 
name and meditating on Atman and performing his spiritual practices.)   

प्रा� पु�कृतां लोकान - such a yogi attains those higher worlds which can only be 
attained by the doers of auspicious actions. Then what happens? 

उिष�ा शा�ती: समा: - there, in those worlds he lives for a long time and to his heart's 
content experiences immeasurable bliss. 

Important points about the लोका lokas or the “other worlds”: 

Two points to be noted here:  

1. There are many worlds or Lokas: not only spiritual practitioners, but the 
performers of any auspicious deeds (whether these deeds are spiritual or 
not) will attain to these highest lokas and there they will remain for a 
longer time. According to Hinduism, there are innumerable higher worlds. 
How do we know? Scriptures tell us. That is why the Lord says, लोका: 
Lokah means innumerable worlds. A yogi will attain to that loka or that 
world which he deserves, and which also corresponds to his past punya 
karma or auspicious deeds. He lives there for an allotted time based on 
the results of his punya. शा�ती: śhāśhvatīḥ means for eternity. Here, 
eternity means as though he is living there for a long time. Where ever 
this person with punya karma or auspicious deeds goes, he will get all the 
facilities which will be conducive towards his happiness. Even if he goes 
to hell, hell will get transformed into a heaven for him.  

2. Time span and happiness of these Lokas: every world has a different 
type of time measurements and time span. The time span on these Lokas 
is much longer than the time span on this Earth. There is an enormous 
difference in the time span among these worlds. The higher the world, the 
longer the time for enjoyment. The higher the world, the higher the 
quantum of happiness as well. For example, there is no comparison 
between the happiness of heaven or Indraloka and the happiness of 
Brahmaloka. Brahmaloka is the highest loka - quantity and quality of 
happiness is the greatest there.  

            The Lord is confirming that there are higher worlds. A yogi could not reach 
his goal even if he was striving for it. Why? He was unable to reach his goal 
because of his hidden desires. He won't be able to progress any further unless 
those desires are removed. He will be going to the higher worlds or lokas which are 
appropriate to and for him. He will enjoy there and then his desires will come to an 
end. He will be reborn after staying in these lokas for a long time.  

Where will he be reborn?  
शुचीनां श्रीमतां गेहे योगभ्र�ोऽिभजायते  
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śhuchīnāṁ śhrīmatāṁ gehe yoga-bhraṣhṭo ’bhijāyate 
 

योगभ्र�ो yoga-bhraṣhṭo - a yogi who has fallen will be reborn in such a house. What 
type of house? Two wonderful characteristics are quoted:  

1) शुचीनां śhuchīnāṁ - wonderful spiritual people.  

2) श्रीमतां śhrīmatāṁ - prosperous people, well-to-do wealthy people . Why? 
Because if he has any hidden desires then those desires will be slowly 
fulfilled. At the same time because he is fortunate to be born in such a 
family. He will have the good and positive influence of his parents, 
brothers, sisters and even servants etc. Slowly he will take up where he 
has left off in his past life and will progress in spiritual life.  

There are two types of yogis.  

What is the difference between these two types of yogis?  
I. A yogi with no unfulfilled desires: Suppose, by going to a higher world a yogi 

enjoys and fulfils all his desires which were hiding in his deep unconscious. As 
a result, no more desires are left. Such a yogi will also take birth but not in a 
wealthy family but in a pure spiritual family.  

II. A yogi with some unfulfilled desires: A yogi who has some unfulfilled desires, 
will be born in a spiritual wealthy family so that his desires can be slowly 
fulfilled. 

           We can recollect, Shri Ramakrishna used to praise Balaram Basu's family 
and used to say, "Everyone in his family - the husband, the wife, the children, the 
relatives and even the servants are all very great spiritual people." These types of 
families are very rare in this world.    

So, there are two types of families:  

1) Wealthy, prosperous and spiritual.  

2) Not very wealthy or prosperous but highly spiritual and intelligent. 

Next verse, the Lord is telling us:  

Bhagavat Gita: Chapter 6, Verse 42 

 
अथवा योिगनामेव कुले भवित धीमताम् | 

एत�� दुल�भतरं लोके ज� यदी�शम् || 42|| 
 

atha vā yoginām eva kule bhavati dhīmatām 
etad dhi durlabhataraṁ loke janma yad īdṛiśha 

 

धीमताम् dhīmatām – means, able to understand, able to analyse life and able to 
come to conclusions. They are endowed with tremendous power of discrimination 
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that this world is temporary and not desirable, and God is the only reality. 
Therefore, they have only one desire which is to go to God. We may wonder if such 
people and families exist! Yes, they do.  

दुल�भतरं durlabhataraṁ - but, very very rare and we cannot recognise them. Those 
spiritual practitioners who have experienced the highest pleasure in the higher 
world, their desires are completely fulfilled. They will be born in these highly 
spiritual families. A person who is highly spiritual somehow will be gravitating 
towards these highly spiritual families where - the father, mother, relatives, friends 
all are highly spiritual, and they all create a favourable spiritual atmosphere for him.  

यदी�शम् ज� लोके दुल�भतरं yad īdṛiśham janma loke durlabhataraṁ - The Lord 
Himself is telling us - such a birth is extremely rare, but it is possible.   

Summary:  
              The Lord is assuring to a fallen yogi (who has fallen because of his 
unfulfilled desires.)  

• He will go to the higher worlds. He will experience the higher happiness for a 
long time until he will realise the ephemerality or worthlessness of such desires, 
like निचकेता Nachiketa .  

• If still he has some unfulfilled desires, then he will take birth in a prosperous 
family and his desires will get fulfilled. In his next birth he will be born into a 
family which may not be prosperous and wealthy but who will be highly spiritual. 
This is very rare but highly possible because the words of an Avatara / God-
incarnation are absolutely true. 

• What does he do? Ok he/she has taken birth in a highly spiritual family. As soon 
as such a child grows up, he/she develops his/her power of discrimination. These 
children are highly intelligent and are capable of understanding higher spiritual 
subjects even in their childhood, like Sukdeva and like Shri Ramakrishna. As we 
know, Shri Ramakrishna rejected all the worldly objects by rejecting worldly 
education. He said, "I do not want rice, plantation and money gathering 
education. I want only that education by which I can know my true nature and my 
relationship with God."   

Next verse -      

Bhagavat Gita: Chapter 6, Verse 43 
 

तत्र तं बु��संयोगं लभते पौव�देिहकम् | 

यतते च ततो भूय: संिस�ौ कु�न�न || 43|| 

 
tatra taṁ buddhi-sanyogaṁ labhate paurva-dehikam 

yatate cha tato bhūyaḥ sansiddhau kuru-nandana 
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तत्र - in that birth.   

तं बु��संयोगं - all the samsakaras that the yogi accumulated in his past births are 
waiting. When this yogi grows up then what happens?  

लभते पौव�देिहकम् - all the spiritual samsakaras, spiritual qualities (control of mind and 
body, spiritual knowledge etc.) which he has accumulated, he gets them all back.  

Then what happens? He starts exactly where he has left off in his previous birth. 

यतते च ततो भूय: - again he goes on striving to the best of his ability. But for what 
purpose?  

संिस�ौ कु�न�न - to attain perfection. O, Arjuna nobody is going to lose anything; 
fall of the body does not mean that we lose everything. I gave you an example of 
book reading in my previous class. (Please refer to Gita C6 No.13 page 16.)  

Example of book reading:  
            Suppose, we are reading a book and we read a few pages before going to 
bed. After some time, we decide to go to sleep and put a page-mark in the book. 
When we get up in the morning and start reading the book again, we will start to 
read the book from the page where we placed the bookmark last night. Exactly like 
this, when a yogi dies then it is like putting a bookmark. In the next birth, this 
bookmark will reveal to him the place from where to restart the journey again.   

Similarly, when we are reading ebooks on pdf then when we close the ebook and 
open the book again on the device, the reader will automatically open the ebook 
exactly where we stopped.  

Bhagavat Gita: Chapter 6, Verse 44 
 

पूवा��ासेन तेनैव िह्रयते �वशोऽिप स: | 

िज�ासुरिप योग� श�ब्र�ाितवत�ते || 44|| 

 
pūrvābhyāsena tenaiva hriyate hyavaśho ’pi saḥ 

jijñāsur api yogasya śhabda-brahmātivartate 
There are two lines in this sloka. First line is the continuation of the last verse. 
Whereas the second line is totally different. 

पूवा��ासेन तेनैव िह्रयते �वशोऽिप स: | pūrvābhyāsena tenaiva hriyate hyavaśho ’pi 
saḥ - by the former practise alone, he is laid on in spite of himself.  

What does it mean?  

             This means, this yogi as soon as he grows up, he understands and starts 
practising where he left off in his previous birth and he strives even more.  

पूव� ज� सं�ार purva-janam-samsakaras and its effect: 
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A question may come in the mind - suppose he has forgotten all about his previous 
life samsakaras (previous lives impressions)? Then what will happen?  

             We often think that we know only this life and do not know anything about 
our previous births. The answer is - if a person has accumulated good samsakaras 
then he cannot become a bad person even if he tries to, because his past 
samsakaras will catch hold of him despite his resistance; these samsakaras are 
going to pull him forwards. This is the most wonderful reassurance. 

            On the other hand, if somebody has accumulated unspiritual, worldly, evil 
samsakaras then these samsakaras will start manifesting even in his childhood. We 
know and we have seen that some young children behave like demons. As soon as 
this person will grow up, these samsakaras will manifest in his life. Sometimes, we 
see that a so-called 'nice person' has suddenly changed and is behaving like a 
demon. It is not a sudden change - previously he was behaving as he was 
expected to by his parents or society etc. but as soon as he grows up, his old 
samsakaras take over and he starts exhibiting those samsakaras. It is not a sudden 
change at all.   

            These purva-janam-samsakaras affect all of us. We become good or evil, 
healthy or sick, rich or poor, with good opportunities or with no opportunities, etc. - 
everything is tied down to our purva-janam-karma or samsakaras. There is no 
margin of error here. Everything is fixed like iron cladding. We may not be able to 
relate our present behaviour with our past deeds of previous lives, but everything 
happens according to the 'कम�फल िस�ांत Karma-Phala-Siddhanta' or 'प्रार� कम� 
Prarabhdha Karma,' there is nothing called an accident.  

             Our body, our mind, our understanding, our capacities, our opportunities, 
our status in life and everything else is fixed. This idea is firmly expressed once 
more in the Bhagavat Gita to remind us - just as the present is the result of our 
past, similarly the future will be the result of our present actions. We have some 
freedom to make our choices. If we understand this limited freedom, use our 
discriminating power, use our will power and take the right actions on the right path 
then we will progress in our lives.  

The Lord is praising a िज�ासु Jignayasu.  

िज�ासुरिप योग� श�ब्र�ाितवत�ते jijñāsur api yogasya śhabda-brahmātivartat 

Who is a िज�ासु Jignayasu?  

             A person is far superior and fortunate when a deep desire and sincere 
curiosity develops in him to enquire about the higher aspects of life. Such as - 

• What are the scriptures? 

• What are the scriptures teaching us?  

• Who is a saint?  

• What are saints trying to teach us?  

• Is there a God? 
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• Are there other worlds?  

• Is it true that what I am today is because of my past deeds?  

• Is it possible for me to change my life?  

• Is it possible for me to get liberation from this samsara?  

           Such a person should be a real sincere person, not just a curiosity monger. 
When a person is endowed with sincerity and he starts enquiring about higher life - 
he is called a Jignayasu.  

Here श�ब्र�ा śhabda-brahmā means a pandit, a sincere person, an intellectual 
person who tries to understand the deeper aspects of life intellectually and with 
sincerity. This person is a thousand times more superior to just a curiosity monger. 

To summarise, who is a Jignayasu? 
            We need to understand a very important point. Jignayasu means true desire 
to enquire about a higher life. If a person is trying to enquire about the nether world 
that is not called jignayasa. When jignayasa िज�ासा comes, then a person is 
possessed by a desire for higher knowledge because he really wants to transform 
himself. That is the only criteria. Then what does happen to such a person?  

Bhagavat Gita: Chapter 6, Verse 45 
 

 प्रय�ा�तमान�ु योगी संशु�िक��ष: | 

अनेकज�संिस��तो याित परां गितम् || 45|| 

prayatnād yatamānas tu yogī sanśhuddha-kilbiṣhaḥ 
aneka-janma-sansiddhas tato yāti parāṁ gatim 

Meaning: A yogi striving diligently is purified of all sins and becoming perfect 
through countless births ultimately reaches the supreme goal. The Lord is telling us 
that such a yogi is far superior to many other people. 

The Lord is pointing out two facts in this verse.  

तत: tatah - thereafter having understood.  

प्रय�ात् prayatnāt - he understands that he has to put into practise.  

यत:मान: yatamānah - he never stops striving and gradually what happens?   

संशु�िक��ष: sanśhuddha-kilbiṣhaḥ - his mind gets purified of impure thoughts, 
impure deeds, impure words. Slowly he develops more and more devotion towards 
God. Such a yogi is not likely to attain perfection in just one life (This is a very 
important point).   

अनेकज�संिस�: aneka-janma-sansiddhah - thus striving through many many 
births, at last he attains his goal. Then what happens?  
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याित परां गितम् yāti parāṁ gatim - he attains to the highest state which is to realise 
"I am Brahman". 

Next Verse -  

Bhagavat Gita: Chapter 6, Verse 46 
 

तप���ोऽिधकोयोगी �ािन�ोऽिपमतोऽिधक:| 

किम���ािधकोयोगी त�ा�ोगीभवाजु�न|| 46|| 

tapasvibhyo ’dhiko yogī jñānibhyo ’pi mato ’dhikaḥ 
karmibhyaśh chādhiko yogī tasmād yogī bhavārjuna 

Meaning: Such a yogi (about whom we discussed in the last sloka) is greater than 
many people of austerities, greater than a man of knowledge and greater than a 
man of action. Therefore, O, Arjuna you be such a yogi.  

           “You be such a yogi” means - not an empty yogi but a yogi who becomes a 
true jignayasu / a true enquirer. He who is duly instructed by a teacher about a 
suitable path and channels all his energy in this path to achieve his goal. After 
many births the yogi reaches his ultimate goal which is God-realisation. Such a yogi 
has been described in the previous verse. 

         The Lord is emphasising that a yogi who is practising in a practical way to 
progress spiritually is much better than a person who has only theoretical 
knowledge. He is also far superior to a person who practises severe austerity just to 
obtain powers like Ravanasura, but not for true spiritual progress.  

�ािन�ा अिप jñānibhya api- there are many scholars who have studied every single 
commentary, who can defeat anybody in an argument and who can give the most 
marvellous and skillful interpretations and explanations of the scriptures, but as far 
as spirituality is concerned they are zero.  

किम��: च karmibhyaśh - there are many people who are doing good actions but 
their goal is not spirituality. Their goal is to attain higher worlds and enjoy life there.  

Essence of Verse 46: 

The Lord is telling Arjuna, "O, Arjuna be the yogi - who's only goal is spiritual 
perfection, who goes on striving unceasingly, perseveringly with full enthusiasm, 
with tremendous interest and with a very positive outlook and attains to the 
perfection in the end."  

The Lord is further saying, "O, Arjuna shift your attention from your present attitude 
of looking at this war and your relatives - try to be a real yogi because such a yogi 
is far superior to people who perform hard austerities just to obtain only worldly 
pleasures." 

Example of Swami Adhbhutanandaji:    
            We can recollect the example of Swami Adhbhutanandaji. Shri 
Ramakrishna has proved to the world that a spiritual person may not need to be an 
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academic person or a pandit. But, from the mouth of a God-realised soul, Veda and 
Vedanta will ultimately and inevitably come out. Whatever comes out of the mouth 
of a self-realised soul is always the highest truth, called Vedanta.   

The last Verse of the Chapter 6 
Bhagavat Gita: Chapter 6, Verse 47 

 
योिगनामिप सव�षां म�तेना�रा�ना | 

श्र�ावान्भजते यो मां स मे यु�तमो मत: || 47|| 

yoginām api sarveṣhāṁ mad-gatenāntar-ātmanā 
śhraddhāvān bhajate yo māṁ sa me yuktatamo mataḥ 

Meaning: Of all yogis, the one who worships Me with faith, is most self-abiding in 
Me, him I hold to be the most closely united yogi with Me in yoga.  

The Lord is telling us, "At any given time, there are only a few of such sincere 
striving yogis." 

There is difference even among such yogis. What is the difference?  

- Some yogis solely rely on themselves like raj-yogis. These yogis do not 
worship Saguna-Brahma and try to move forwards only through self-effort.  

- Some yogis strive sincerely and totally surrender to Me, totally relies on Me 
like a baby relies on his mother.  

म�तेना�रा�ना mad-gatenāntar-ātmanā - he completely and wholeheartedly 
surrenders to Me. He thinks nothing else except Me.  

श्र�ावान्भजते śhraddhāvān bhajate - he knows that nobody can save him except 
God. Rakshisyati vishavashah - he has tremendous faith that he cannot achieve 
anything by himself; he can only achieve by the grace of God and God is going to 
take him in His divine lap. He has absolutely no doubt about it.  

स मे यु�तमो मत: sa me yuktatamo mataḥ - in My opinion such a yogi is the most 
superior yogi compared to other yogis.  
Essence: The Lord is saying, "O, Arjuna try to become such a yogi who is endowed 
with shraddha and firmly believes that I am going to help him. He is nearest and 
dearest to Me. You surrender yourself to Me. You must do your best to reach Me 
with the unbroken faith that you will reach Me soon. I know when I will reveal the 
truth to you and take you in My lap. You leave everything to My discretion." 

Now, we come to the end of the Sixth Chapter of Bhagavat Gita called Atma-
Sayam-Yoga. This beautiful chapter gives us a detailed description about -  

• How to sit?  

• How to meditate?  

• How to control the mind?  
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• What happens if we do not reach our goal in this life even after striving for 
our level best?   

• The assurance is given by the Lord that we are not going to lose anything.  

The Sixth Chapter of the Bhagavat Gita ends with these most beautiful slokas and 
divine teachings of Bhagwan Shri Krishna. 
Vasudeva sutham devam kamsa Chanoora mardhanam, 

Devaki paramanandam Krishnam vande Jagat Gurum. 

वसुदेवसुतं देवं कंसचाणूरमद�नम् । 
देवकीपरमान�ं कृ�ं व�े जगद्गु�म् ॥ 
 
May Shri Ramakrishna, Holy Mother and Swami Vivekananda bless us all. 

Om Shanti Shanti Shanti 

With kind regards 

Mamta Misra 


